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Relevance of the Research issue. Nowadays, terrorism has become one of the global and scale problems, terrorism is one of the most problem of the XXI century, because it affects the security of many countries and citizens, implies a lot of financial and moral losses.

In our opinion, terrorism and methods of struggle with it is not enough investigated in foreign and national literature. Political counter action to international terrorism, provided by the various international institutions, needs additional comprehensive, multilateral consideration and special analysis, which determines the topicality the topic this researches.

Research objectives consist in analyse of the manifestation of international terrorism at the present stage.

For the achievement this objective it is necessary to solve the following interrelated tasks:

-to consider international terrorism as a threat to national security of the States.

-to study internationally-legal forms of cooperation of the States on counter-terrorism.

-to characterize the problems of struggle against International terrorism in the foreign and domestic policy of Russian Federation.

-to analyse the prospects for cooperation of Russia and other States in struggle against international terrorism.

Scientific novelty:

-considered the notion and essence of international terrorism; revealed, that modern terrorism has social and technological potential, counter action against it to him has became a structure-forming factor of national security protection of the States.
- terrorism characterized as a threat to the national security of Russia and it is proved, that the given phenomenon represents a destructive method of social-political changes of multidirectional character in building of the new world order and achievement the global and geopolitical goals.

Structure: Work consists of introduction, two chapters, four paragraphs, conclusion and a reference bibliographical list, of 82 positions, thirteen of which are in foreign languages. The total volume of the work is 52 pages.

SUMMARY: Terrorism is a phenomenon, which means a threat for all countries and nations and can be expressed in any of its forms, which implies the violation of core values, which are fixed in the of international law: rights and freedoms, legality, protection of life and health, the peaceful existence of nations, mutual respect and peaceful resolution of controversy.

Modern terrorism represents a powerful structure with the appropriate equipment, as well as with influential patrons, all this shows that terrorism at this time is transformed into a more dangerous phenomenon, which can take a form of subversive-terrorist warfare, as well as, participation of terrorist organization into an armed conflicts.

International terrorism – is a form of criminal activity, which goes beyond one country, and is emerged as a result of social, political, economical contradictions, realized by immigrants from different countries of the world, who set a criminal goals endangering human life, life of politicians, for psychological impact on the world community, damage, revenge, policy change of the particular country or the world community as a whole.

Nowadays we can separate three main groups of threats of national and international security: international terrorism, spread of weapons of mass destruction, and the increase of transnational crime.

The modern system of multilateral cooperation in the struggle with terrorism is formed over the past four decades. This cooperation is carried out under UN auspices and its specialized agencies.

Regarding anti-terrorism activities of the UN the most important directions should be noted:

- firstly, 12 multilateral international treaties are concluded ,which are meant to fight against terrorism.
-secondly, number of compulsory resolutions are adopted by the member states of the UN.

In our opinion, the UN is the best institutional body for solution of various international problems in the mode of a world order based on the rule of law.

To sum up, we have to state the fact that in our country there is not just the problem of terrorism, but it also escalates form year to year more and stronger, and turns to be the problem of nation-wide scale, threatening the national security of the country. It is necessary to solve this problem at the highest level – on the level of the State.